INTRODUCTION
For more than 100 years, the attenuation of x-rays has been used in x-ray radiography and tomography to provide image contrast. During the past two decades, the refraction of x-rays by the object under investigation has gained interest due to its high sensitivity. At first, the effect was investigated at synchrotron facilities due to the high temporal coherence of their x-ray beam, but it quickly became evident at x-ray tubes with high spatial coherence [1] [2] [3] . Through the years, several methods to retrieve the phase information were developed using, e.g., grating interferometers [4] [5] [6] , images at different propagation distances [7, 8] , and single-image phase-propagation imaging (PPI) [9] [10] [11] . In this paper, we will focus on the latter method, using no specific hardware tools for phase-contrast imaging.
In single-image PPI, the angular deviation of the refracted beam is exploited for contrast generation. This gives rise to a black-white fringe at the interface between two phases [3] . Although this contrast as such can be useful for imaging [12] [13] [14] [15] , it leads to unreal features on the reconstructed volume that are often unwanted. A widely used theoretical starting point to describe the phase-contrast effect is the transport of intensity equation (TIE) [16] : 2π λ ∂I θ r; z ∂z −∇ ⊥ I θ r; z∇ ⊥ ϕ θ r; λ;
where I θ r; z is the intensity measured after a propagation distance z, λ is the x-ray wavelength, and ϕ θ is the projected phase shift at rotation step θ. This projected phase shift can be expressed as
where the integral is taken over the raypath from the x-ray source to the detector element, and δλ is the decrement of the real part of the wavelength-dependent refractive index nλ:
The imaginary part of nλ is the attenuation index β, which is related to the linear attenuation coefficient μ: μx; y; z; λ 2π λ βx; y; z; λ:
Similar to the phase shift (2), a projected attenuation coefficient at rotation θ can be defined:
Equation (1) can be written as [17] 
where the geometrical magnification M has been added [11] . Under the assumption that the projected attenuation coefficient μ θ only varies slowly, Eq. (6) simplifies to [7, 17] 
It can be shown that, starting from Eq. (7), a filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm can be applied to retrieve the spatial distribution of δx; y; z, using the filter Qξ; η [18, 19] :
where ξ and η are the spatial frequency variables along x and y, respectively. The free parameter α compensates for the remaining attenuation [19] . The filter (8) is applied on the Fourier transform of the adapted projection data g θ r g θ r I θ r; z I θ r; z 0 − 1;
where I θ r; z 0 is the pure attenuation image, which can be approximated by 1 for low-attenuating samples. In Eq. (8), α is a free parameter to compensate for the remaining attenuation [19] . In the following, this algorithm will be called the modified Bronnikov algorithm (MBA). A different approach for phase retrieval can be found in [20] , which assumes a homogeneous object. This assumption simplifies both Eqs. (2) and (5) to a projected thickness T θ r multiplied by δ and μ, respectively. It can be shown [20, 21] that this projected thickness T θ r can be retrieved from a single image:
which will be called the simultaneous phase-and-amplitude retrieval (SPAR) in the following. Although MBA and SPAR are very similar, the main practical difference lies in the image that is filtered. The Fourier filter of the SPAR algorithm is applied directly on normalized projection data, whereas Eq. (9) needs to be applied first in the MBA algorithm. In practice, this cannot be calculated exactly, but it is approximated by the normalized image decremented by 1. There is no physical relevance for the remaining attenuation in this decremented image, causing artifacts in the reconstruction.
Next to these methods, several other algorithms for singleimage in-line phase retrieval exist [22] [23] [24] . Of these methods, MBA and SPAR are the most widely applicable [25] and are used on a regular basis at the Ghent University Center for Tomography (UGCT) [26] and at other facilities [27, 28] for various applications [29, 30] . Both methods are implemented in the in-house developed commercially available software package Octopus (inCT, Belgium, [31] ). Despite the assumptions made in the derivations, a pure phase object for MBA or a homogeneous object for SPAR, both methods yield good results in practice, removing the phase artifacts and increasing the signal-to-noise ratio [32, 33] . However, both methods have been reported to introduce significant blurring in the filtered images [26, 27] . In this paper, a quantitative comparison of both methods is made to check the validity of these methods by comparing reconstructed slices of simulated data to the original slice and by evaluating the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the edge of these slices.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this paper, both simulated and experimental data containing mixed phase-and-amplitude projection images are reconstructed using MBA and SPAR. Simulated data are generated using an analytical projection simulator [34] , calculating integrated raypath profiles (2) and (5) of an object consisting of a number of spherical objects [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The phase contrast was calculated using the second-order approximation (6) of the TIE (1). This way, several datasets of an object consisting of several nonconcentric spheres with attenuation coefficients μ 1 and μ 2 , and refractive index decrement δ 1 and δ 2 , were simulated for various attenuation levels between 1% and 90%:
1. μ 2 μ 1 , δ 2 δ 1 ; from now on called a homogeneous phantom.
2. μ 2 2 · μ 1 , δ 2 2 · δ 1 ; a semihomogeneous phantom. 3. μ 2 1.5 · μ 1 , δ 2 δ 1 ; a phantom with an attenuation inclusion. 4. μ 2 μ 1 , δ 2 1.5 · δ 1 ; a phantom with a phase inclusion.
The simulated projection image size is 512 × 512 pixels 2 , which is also the size of the reconstruction grid. The reconstructed slices are compared to the original ones and the normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) is calculated. Additionally, edge profiles are calculated in polar coordinates to evaluate sharpness and remaining phase effects.
Experimental data was recorded at the modular micro-CT setup [35] of the (UGCT, http://www.UGCT.UGent.be). The object was a homogeneous cylinder of epoxy resin with a diameter of approximately 5 mm, containing some air bubbles. It is not perfectly cylindrical, and has a smooth surface. It was scanned using the FeinFocus FXE160.51 transmission type x-ray tube head, operated at different tube voltages and hardware filters to achieve various attenuation levels ( Table 1) . A hardware collimator is applied to minimize secondary radiation effects [36] . The sample is rotated on a Micos UPR160-F Air high-precision stage, and the images are acquired using a Varian PaxScan 2520 V flat-panel detector. The tomographic reconstruction is performed using Octopus.
RESULTS
A. Simulated Data The NRMSE of the reconstruction for the phantoms with constant ratio μ i ∕δ i as a function of the maximal attenuation is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Due to this constant ratio, the NRMSE can be calculated with either μ or δ for reference. It can be easily seen that MBA performs worse for increasing attenuation, resulting in a cupping artifact [ Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) ]. On the other hand, the FBP reconstruction performs better at increasing attenuation, because the relative contribution of the phase artifacts decreases. The exact crossing point is highly dependent on the magnitude of the phase effect. The NRMSE of the SPAR reconstructions remains constant over the complete attenuation range as illustrated in Fig. 1(d) . As this is the case for both the homogeneous phantom and the semihomogeneous phantom, it is clear that the assumption of SPAR can be extended to a constant ratio μ i ∕δ i , as can also be deduced from Eq. (10). Compared to the homogeneous object, the NRMSE has increased for all three reconstruction algorithms. This is most probably due to the increased number of features present in the semihomogeneous object.
For the phantom with the phase inclusion, the results are shown in Fig. 2(d) . All three algorithms show lower NRMSE when compared to the attenuation coefficient than when compared to the refractive-index decrement. This indicates that all three algorithms tend to reconstruct the attenuation coefficient, which can be observed in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). A similar effect can be observed for the sample with the attenuation inclusion [Fig. 2(c)] , except for the MBA reconstruction at high attenuations. This is caused by the cupping effect at the central inclusion.
To evaluate the reconstructed sharpness, the MTF is calculated in polar coordinates for the outer edge of the homogeneous sample. The MTF 50% , where the MTF reaches 50% of its maximum value, is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the maximal attenuation in the projection images. The three previously mentioned algorithms are compared to FBP on a simulation where no phase shift is added. It can be observed that the spatial resolution of the FBP reconstruction degrades as the attenuation decreases and thus contribution of the phase artifacts increases. Inversely, the resolution of the MBA reconstruction degrades as the attenuation increases. The resolution of the SPAR reconstructions remains constant over the investigated attenuation range.
B. Experimental Data
The line profile through the real object is given in Fig. 4(a) for three MBA reconstructions and in Fig. 4(b) for the corresponding SPAR reconstructions. The cupping effect in the MBA reconstructions can also be observed in this real object, whereas cupping is negligible in the SPAR reconstruction. The remaining cupping effect can be attributed to beam hardening, and is also present in the FBP reconstruction (not shown).
DISCUSSION
From these results, particularly from Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) , it can be concluded that the condition of a homogeneous object or a semihomogeneous object should be met for SPAR, as expected from the derivation of the filter, but also for MBA. Both phase-retrieval algorithms show similar artifacts when this condition is not met. For objects with phase inclusions, the phase artifacts are not removed, but instead they are heavily blurred [ Fig. 2(e)] . Surprisingly, MBA thus does not reconstruct the refractive-index decrement, but rather the attenuation coefficient. A similar behavior can be observed for the object with attenuation inclusions. Both MBA and SPAR reconstruct the attenuation coefficient rather than the refractive-index decrement, but the inclusions are blurred due to the inhomogeneity [ Fig. 1(f) ].
The free parameter α in the MBA algorithm affects greatly the reconstruction quality. Although methods exist to determine the optimal parameter value (e.g., [28] ), it was chosen manually for these simulations such that the phase effect at the outer edge disappeared completely. Although this solution did not always yield the minimal NRMSE, the deviation from this minimal NRMSE never exceeded a few percent (data not shown).
The simulation formula (6) is an approximation of the physical phase-contrast effect and can as such be responsible for the reconstruction artifacts. However, this formula is obtained through various derivations and approximations [11, 37, 38] . These approximations do not affect the behavior of the model with increasing attenuation of the model and are thus believed to have little influence on the conclusions drawn from Fig. 2 . Furthermore, the artifacts observed in the simulated data are also observed in experimental data, strengthening this belief.
The simulated phantoms used in this paper are a simplification for real objects, representing limiting cases for real objects. The homogeneous phantom represents a single-material object. In such an object, different reconstructed values can occur due to changes in material density, which is represented by the semihomogeneous phantom. Pure attenuation or pure phase inclusions do not exist, but these results represent objects where μ 1 ∕δ 1 < μ 2 ∕δ 2 and μ 1 ∕δ 1 > μ 2 ∕δ 2 , respectively. This is illustrated by Fig. 5 , which shows a small Savonniéres limestone sample with water [39] , imaged at the TOMCAT beamline of the synchrotron radiation facility Swiss Light Source [40, 41] and reconstructed using the SPAR algorithm. No additional filtering or segmentation steps are performed during reconstruction. The different phases of the rock matrix consist of the same material, but have different densities due to microporosity. The water inside the sample can be considered a phase inclusion since δ water ∕μ water > δ rock ∕μ rock [42] ; hence the phase artifacts are not completely removed. One solution to cope with such heterogeneous objects is proposed by [43, 44] , where a filtering is performed for each different interface. To combine these different datasets, however, a segmentation of the different phases has to be made.
In Fig. 3 , the MTF 50% of the MBA reconstruction degrades as attenuation increases. However, this is of minor importance as the cupping effect has already deteriorated the image quality at this point. Despite previous reports of a significant blurring of both MBA and SPAR even for low-attenuating objects, these measurements are not conclusive to confirm this. Three reasons contribute to this inconsistency. First, previous reports were based on visual observations. Since phase-contrast effects can be seen as an edge-enhancement effect, the FBP reconstructions tend to be evaluated sharper than other reconstructions. Second, these results are based on simulated data, obtained by an approximation of the TIE. Other effects can contribute to real data, degrading the results of the phase-retrieval algorithms. Third, these results are obtained from a homogeneous object. As mentioned earlier, the inclusions in the heterogeneous objects show blurring. This indicates that heterogeneity or mismatch in filtering parameters also leads to blurring.
The results in Fig. 4 are in good correspondence with the simulated data. However, altering the attenuation of the sample by adjusting the mean detected photon energy can introduce other effects as well, such as an alteration of μ ∕δ, and thus require different retrieval parameters for SPAR.
CONCLUSION
Both single-image in-line phase-retrieval algorithms perform very similarly on low-attenuating samples. However, as attenuation increases, MBA performs worse, resulting in a cupping effect. This effect is due to a violation of the assumption of a pure phase object. The quality of the SPAR reconstructions, on the other hand, remains constant. Both algorithms fail at reconstructing heterogeneous objects, where phase artifacts are left uncorrected or attenuating inclusions are blurred. Both SPAR and MBA reconstruct the attenuation coefficient, or a value proportional to this coefficient. This is particularly surprising for MBA, because it is derived as a phase-retrieval algorithm. Considering the similar workflow, it can be concluded that SPAR is to be preferred over MBA, based on the performance for highly attenuating samples.
